
Book Rommie for
your next event.
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Rommie's d irect ion took a complete about turn
that day she drove home from her  job in

Logist ics to hear her  cat tel l  her  she's hungry
and wanted to know when she would be home.

Rommie heard it  l ike her  cat was in  the
passenger seat.  For  decades she had worked in

the male dominated industr ies of logist ics and
construction and this day caught her  completely
off guard.  It  would be a conversation that would

alter  the course of her  l ife.



+61 429 983 532
hello@rommiebuhler.com
www.rommiebuhler.com

SPEAKING TOPICS
TOPIC 01
Beyond Logi c: The Intuitive Investigator's Edge
They see what can’t be seen, they know what can’t be known, they feel what no one else can
feel. Enter the world of Intuitive Investigation, an often frowned upon field and tool that can
greatly assist in solving what seemingly cannot be solved. A secret weapon that can uncover
the truth behind the cold case, the missing money, the lost cat, the family heirloom!

TOPIC 02
The Power of Intuition: Inner GPS in Action
On a daily basis we are constantly having to make decisions. Some easy, others challenging,
particularly if they're pressure decisions. We all get stuck in indecisiveness when we don't
have to. Why? Because we all have an inner GPS; it's called Intuition and when we learn to
understand it, we can make smart decisions faster.

TOPIC 03
Unlocking Deep er Connection: A Path to Harmony
We can communicate with animals freely if we choose to break the perceived limitations
that communication can only occur between species. Animal communication is our natural
state of being. We start by shifting our thoughts then our attitudes and the actions will
follow. 

ABOUT ROMMIE BUHLER
Rommie Buhler, The Holistic Animal Health Coach- a sought after international Animal Communicator,
Intuitive Investigator, Training Facilitator, Medical Intuitive, Author and host of the Animals’ Television
show. Rommie practices and teaches her own unique method, The Bühler Method, an approach based
on Energy Medicine, Animal Communication and Medical Intuition. She has a vibrant, dynamic and
enthusiastic style and connects with audiences in a way that motivates and inspires them to broaden
their minds and shift the way they think.

"Rommie is one of those rare gems that
when she gets up to speak you sit up and
listen. She immediately engages you with her
teachings and speaks clearly with passion
and conviction. I always keep my eyes peeled
for any upcoming workshops or speaking
events as l know that when Rommie is
facilitating l will not only learn useful
information to incorporate into my every day
life but will be challenged to dig deeper
within myself. I always feel like l stand a little
taller for the experience." 

~ Kelly Saunders

TESTIMONIALS

“Rommie is a natural born storyteller and
weaves tidbits of life experience and her
own development to the imparting of
knowledge. Her trainings are informative, at
times fun and at times bring tears as
animals tell their truth. Rommie's
authenticity creates a supportive and
engaging backdrop from which learning and
growth is encouraged.”

~ Michelle Stevens

“I have been to a couple of Rommie's trainings
and I find her to be an exceptional teacher
and speaker. She clearly is passionate about
her work and this comes across in spades.
Rommie is energetic and engaging and holds
a room with ease.”

~ Joanna Goggin

ROMMIE BUHLER
The Holistic Animal Health Coach
Brisbane, Australia

CONTACT ME FOR
YOUR NEXT EVENT

“Rommie is a powerhouse of energy, passion and knowledge. She is personable and a true professional clearly driven to
push mindset boundaries- and that she does. Rommie walks her talk with great influence and credibility. This has
opened me up to a whole new way of thinking.” ~ Turina Lawrence

Rommie has two sides of passion- finding missing things and animal welfare. Like a dog with a bone, she will do whatever it takes
to help locate that missing person, item or business disparity. Intuitive Investigation is a powerful tool when used in an
investigation team! On the other side, Rommie is committed to changing the perceptions around how we understand and
communicate with animals so we can become the people we need to be so they are more consciously cared for. She has energy to
burn when sharing pressing messages that educate, inspire and increase consciousness around the wellbeing of animals.

ABOUT ROMMIE'S WORK


